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by 
Jerry W. Pcii)eß 

ABSTRACT: A fuse wire composed of palladium and aluminum (pyrofuzs) was 
investigated as a possible millisecond delay item. The single strand wire 
and the eight strand braid were both initiated by a constant current device. 

Delay tines of less than 30 milliseconds were obtained from single strand 
bridged fuse wire, while delay times above 50 milliseconds were obtained 
from eight strand  fuse wire braid of one and two inch lengths. Variations 
of the delay times were less than lOjt when the initiating currents were 
maintained at two amperes above the threshold currents, nie delay tines 
were dependent upon the input power, particularly for the very short delay 
times. 
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I.  IHTRODUCTION 

An ordnance interest In Intiatlon delays of a few milliseconds has led to 
the Investigation of a fuse wire composed of palladium and aluminum, called 
pyrofuze*. A reasonable control of time tolerances for temperatures to 500*P 
was reported for delay times of 150 milliseconds and above by W. R« PetersoniA* 
of Prankford Arsenal. | 

I 

The properties of pyrofuze indicate a possible use la many igniter -j 
applications. Its Insensitivlty to shock, impact, and vibration, and its 
exothermic reaction suggests a possible use as a propellant igniter. Safety 
features are apparent from the low resistance of pyrofuze and high input 
energy required to cause pyrofuze to react. 

Pyrofuze is supplied in many forms such as foil, wire, granules, and 
pellets. The metals of the bimetallic combination of palladium and aluminum 
are in intimate contact with each other; the core being aluminum and the cuter 
.jacket palladium. When heated to the mtlting point of aluminum (66o#C) an 
exothermic alloying reaction takes place. Calorimetric measurements show 
that pyrofuze liberates 327 calories per gram, resulting in temperatures of 
2200° to 2800oC. The reaction occurs at a rapid predictable rate without the 
support of oxygen, and will take place equally well in air, in an inert 
atmosphere, or In a vacuum. 

The purpose of the work was to establish whether pyrofuze wire could be 
used as a millisecond time delay element with close time tolerances. Two 
obvious factors affecting the delay times are (l) burning rate, and (2) 
ignition time (time to heat wire to reaction temperature). Tb* burning rate 
and ignition time are influenced by dissipative effects, uniformity of 
material, and surrounding atmosphere all of which can be held relatlvely 
constant by proper design. The ignition time also depends upon the method 
used to heat the fuse wire to its ignition temperature. In the experiments 
reported here the wire was heated to ignition by a constant current. 

Our Interest in delay times of only a few milliseconds led us to carefully 
question the role of ignition times in determining total deity times. 
Obviously, it is not desirable to have the ignition tlr-5 play an Important 
role because it is a function of input power. A simple analysis of circuit 
parameters gives an equation to estimate ignition times, 

k 
t = 3.^6 K (1) 

I 

D a diameter v-f pyrofuze wire in mils. 

*I>yrofuze Corp., an affilitate of Sigmund Cohn Corp., Mount Vernon, Hew York 
is the manufacturer. 

♦♦References are on page 26. 
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t m ti»e in ndlUaecood« 

I • current in «s^oree 

Ibis equaticsui't derivattcm is given in Appendix A <md is based mainly upon 
the assumption that dissipative effects can he ceglected. The equation 
indicates that for constant currents of 1-7 anps the times to ignite the 
fuse vire may he significant. 

The existence of a threshold current (i.e*, a minimum current necessary 
to cause the fuse vire to react) is evidence that dissipative effects eure 
present. The assumption that dissipative effects can be ignored is good 
only when the energy input is large in comparison to the dissipative losses. 
Therefore, an analysis was made to determine the extent of the dissipative 
effects. This is given in Appendix B. 

II. EXFBRIMERXAL ASSSfflLIES 

The pyrofuze braided wire is coded by writing the diamete. of a single 
strand first and then the number of strands in the braid. For example, 
4M8SB means k mil diameter strands in an 8-etrand braid. The k-MßSB is 
covered by a Military Specification (MIL-B-60225)(MIJ). 

In all cases the wires were heated to threshold temperature by a constant 
current device. The constant current device was basically Just a double 
«mitter-follover that maintained a constant voltage across a resistor that 
was in series with the pyrofuze wire. The stability is primarily limited by 
thernal drift but for the times involved here the thermal drift is insignificant. 
The rise time of the constant current device was ko microseconds. 

Examination of Figure 1 shows the bridging method employed for both 
single strand wire and braid. For braided wires the braid was unraveled 
approximately 0.15 inch and all but two of the strands were trimmed back 
to the braid. The two longer strands were then soldered to a conventional 
initiator plug having a 0.05-lnch gap between the pins' nearest ed^es. By 
this approach it was not necessary to supply the energy to heat the complete 
braid to the ignition point since the bulk of the heating will occur in the 
0.015 inch lengths free of the braided portion. The elagle strand wires were 
bridged by stretching the wire across the initiator plug gap and then soldering 
the wire to the ends of the brass pins. The excess wire wap then trimmed away 
from the plug. 

To measure the threshold currents of 1- and 2-mll diameter single strand 
bridgewires, the constant current device with a range of 0-6.5 amps was 
slowly brought up to the current which started the exothermic reaction. 
This current was then recorded as the threshold current. 

A photodlode circuit (sea Figure 2) with a rise-time of approximately 
100 microsec was used as a stop signal and a voltage pulse across a 1-ohm 
resistor was used as a starting signal to measure the tine to heat the wire 
to ignition. The photodlode was placed 0.5 - 0.75 Inches away from the 
brldgewlre. When the bridgewire reacted an iraaediate release of light caused 
the photodlode resistance to decrease resulting in a voltage pulse which 
stopped the counter. The times recorded "by the Beckman sealer counter was 

*i Zi_ 
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Just the ignition time with times good to within 0.2 millisecoQd. 

Delay times of pyrofuze braid «ere measured by using a pulse across a 
l-ofcm resistor (in series with the bridge vire) as the starting signal for 
the counter and aphotodioda pulse circuit as the stop signal (see Figure 2). 
übe photodiode was placed perpendicular to the axis of the braid. Ihe 
photodlode was then secured in place by placing it into the cylindrical 
cavity of a binding screw post and then tightening the post onto the 
photodlode. The photodlode was recessed in the cavity by approximately 
G.l inch so as not to prematurely stop the counter. The delay times of 
Insulated braid were measured by the same technique used cm the bare braid, 
übe ends of the woven double f iberglas insulation at the end was kept as 
long as possible consistent with penaltting the photodlode to view a bare 
portion of braid. 

III. RESÜI1PS 

The threshold currents for single strand bridgewire of 50-mll length are 
given in Table 1. The threshold currents of l-mil diameter brldgewires varied 
from 0.620 - 0.Ö0 amps for resistances of 0.320 and O.260 ohms respectively, 
the threshold current for 2-mil diameter bridgewire varied from 2.250 - 2.725 
aiapB for resistances of 0.099 and 0.07$ ohms respectively. 

The threshold Ignition currents for pyrofuze braid are listed in Table 2 
with a current range of 0.90 - 1.30 amps for 0,k0 and 0.310 ohms resistance 
respectively for 2M8SB. The threshold currents for 3M8SB ranged from 1.35 
to I.65 amps for 0.235 and 0.22 ohms resistance respectively. The threshold 
currents for UM&iB ranged from 2.^0 to 2.80 amperes for O.160 and 0.130 ohms 
resistance. The threshold currents for 5M8SB ranged from 3.20 to 3*50 aqps 
for 0.125 and 0.105 ohms resistance respectively. It is instructive to 
point out that the product of the threshold current times the wirei resistance 
appears to be a constant for both brldgewires and bridged braid. 

The ignition times for 1-, 2-, end 3-mll diameter single strand bridge- 
wires are plotted as tlme/(dlameter)* vs (current)"2 in Figure 3» Variations 
from the mean time for input currents maintained 2 amperes above threshold 
were smaller than 10£ for the l-mil diameter single strand bridgewire, 3,3$ 
fcr the 2-mll diameter single strand bridgewire, and l.U^ for 3"iBil diameter 
single strand bridgewire. The times Involved are 1-30 milllsec (See Tables 
3, h,  and 5); therefore the variations are numerically small. 

nie measured ignition times for the braided wires are given in Tablett 6, 
7, and 8 respectively. The ignition time variations (ignoring retistaoce 
differences) for 2M8SB at S-aoperes input current was 2Jfc, 3M8SB at lf.^ 
amperes was kof*,  4M8SB at 5.0 amperes was 22^, and for 5M8SB at k amperes 
was 20^. The ignition times for 2NB8B and 3M85B and ktiSSB and 5MBSB 
pyrofuze braid of approximately 0.15-lnch length are plotted as tine/ 
(diameter)^ vs (current)"2 in Figure k.   The variation fron this curve 
is naturally less when currents well above threshold are maintained for 
ignition. 
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Delay tim» (ignitlc« tine plus burning time) were recorded for lengths 
of igprocc*flKt«Iy 1 «ad 2 inches. The linear burning rates «ere obtained by 
«ufatxmeting the calculated ignition tines froa the measured delay times and 
dirldlng into the length. The 2M8SB and 3M8SB gave average burning rates 
of 23.8 and 18.6 inches/second respectively with variations of less than 8^ 
«ben initiated by 3 anderes of constant current. Delay times and burning 
rates for SN&EB and 3M68B are given in Tables 9 and 10 respectively. 

Delay tines for bl^SB and 5M8SB uninsulated pyrofuze braid (See Tables 
11 and 12) of 2 inch .lengths vere approxLraateiy 200 and 300 milliseconds 
respectively for input currents of 6.5 amperes. The linear burning rates 
of 4M8SB and 5M8BB with input currents of 6.5 snips vere lk,J and 10.2 
indies per second with variations of 5$ and 20^ respectively if the sporadic 
tines are ignored. 

The delay times of double glass insulated 2M8SB, 4M8SB and 5M8SB braid 
are reported in Tables 13» Ik, and 13. A burning rate of 15.1 Inches per 
aecond vas found for 2M6SB with a variation of 5^ for three trials when 
initiated by 3 aaps. A burning rate of 10.9 indies per second was found 
for ta(6SB with a variation of 13$ for 13 trials when ignited by 6.5 aops. 
A burning rate of 8.9 inches per second was found for 5M8SB with variations 
less than 18$ for 13 trials when ignited by 6.5 amps. 

A convenient guide for choosing an experimental arrangement which will 
result in a known delay time is provided by a plot (Fig. 5) of total delay 
tine as a function of braid length. The ignition currents for the wires 
were maintained at 2 aaps above threshold. 

I?. DISCUSSION 

The threshold current is limited by the amount of disslpative effects 
present and should display a nondependence of length (as observed for lengths 
greater than a couple of inches), since the energy per unit mass required to 
heat to the reaction temperature should be constant if end effects can be 
neglected. IRxe wires tested here had lengths of magnitude 0.20 inches where 
disslpative effects and end effects caused the threshold current to be a 
function of length (See Appendix B). 

Newton's law of cooling allows an ap-nr^ximate description of the 
disslpative effects for the temperature range that is of Interest to 
this report. Newton'3 law of coolingp/ simply stated says that the 
energy lost due to conduction, convection, and radiation is all roughly 
proportional to the temperature difference. Since the temperature 
difference is varying, one can assume an average temperature which 
describes the amount of energy lost. The energy of threshold should 
represent disslpative effects as a function of the threshold current. 

^th = 4 R t = I ^^ (2) 
where B is the ambient vlie resistance and K is a constant and t is time 
in milliseconds. 
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The  observed fact that the product of the threshold current times the 
ambient wire resistance Is a constant has been used to obtain the final 
expression on the right of the eqvrls sign of Equation 2. The  constant K 
in Equation 2 for bridged braid it 0,139 and describes the threshold currents 
within Tjo of iaeasured values. The value of K for single strand bridgewires 
was determined to be: K = 0.C&4 which gives the threshold currents within 
the pxperimental error. The values of the constant K^s were found by 
applying least square fits of the measured data to Equation 2. 

The plot of ignition tine as a function of dianeter and current 
(See Figure 3-^) show that Equation 1 does not adequately describe the 
tine to i^r/txoii  even when the ignition currents are well above the 
threshold. An expression that does describe ignition times within 305t 
fcr braid was derived in Appendix B which gives 

3.46 If 

12. K 
,2 

vrtiere D is diameter of the wire in rails, I is the current in amperes, K a 
constant, R the ambient wire resistance. This equation is highly sensitive 
to the resistance value. Measurerient of the resistance of the wire is 
difficult because of end effects and contact resistance but these effects 
should remain relatively constant for the same design. Therefore, these 
effects should be taken care of by the iterated constant K of Equation 3« 
Tue value of constant K in Equation 3 for bridged braid is 0.113 as found 
by applying a least snuare fit to the ignition time data to Equation 3« 
Threshold currents are within 11% of nsaaured values if this value of K is 
used in Equation 2 which gives support to Equation 3. 

The total delay times for pyrofuze braid given in the tables are tines 
that include the ignition time and the tine for the braid to "burn" a known 
distance. The delay tines of pyrofuze braid in air were controllable for 
tines above 50 millieec. The  delay tines, however, were dependent upon 
input current and reaction rate of the braid. The best results in delay 
tines were obtained when insulation was used on the braid. The insulation 
perhaps prevented the hot particles from Jumping ahead and starting the 
braid to burn or prematurely activating the photodiode switch which could 
have occurred with the uninsulated braid. As shown by comparing Tables 11 
and Ik the delay times «ere increased by approximately 20^ because of the 
heat lost to the insulation, but no erratic tines were obtained which 
occasionally occurred without insulation. The significant factor observed 
fron the delay tines of insulated braid is that the variation is reduced 
significantly while the rate of burning decreases notably coopered to 
bare braid. 

The burning rato of pyr i ze appeared to be constant for lengths of 
one and two inches. The burning rates given in the tables were obtained by 
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mfttraetlng tl» ealettUted l^iltien tim»  (lq. 3) fna th» tot«! dtlay tlae« 
■tl tlwa diTldliig this tiat into tl» braid Imsth. Eqtactioo 3 allowed the 
IgnltioQ tijws to b« Mparattod froK tl» dtlay tiaat vitb fair accuracy. Bit 
atearaey of Eqoatioa 3 i« Haitad by ttaa accuracy of th« resistance Be««ure- 

This Mparation of tlasa allowa th« bunting rat« to be studied independaot 
of the Ignition systou Hie horning rat« is reproftucibl« and constant for 
propar design. The average burning rate of kl/ßSB in air reported here agrees 
well within axperlaental error with Petersoo'si/ reaction rate on 6-inch long 
braid of 1^.8 indaes per second. 

The Tariations of ignition tines for single strsnd bridgewires at a 
particular constant current are acceptable. A very short tlüo delay seens 
feasible if en accurate constant current device is used to heat the wire to 
ignition and the resistance of the wire is held to a close tolerance. It 
is implicit also that if ignition is aade to occur by an edlabatic poise 
such as fro« a condenser having a discharge tine constant very snail coapared 
to the thenal tiae constant of the pyrofuxe systen uniforn short delays 
will result 

T. (XWaUDSIdB 

1. Single strand bridgevire can be used for 1-30 Billisecond delays with 
aeoeptshle variations. Ihe specific delay tine is detemined by the input 
powex «nd ness of the wi~e. 

2. Pyrofuze braid cea be used for 50-300 adllisecond delays with aeceptsble 
variations when ignited by constant current. The specific tines are 
detemined nainly by the aass of the braid when input currents are 2 saps 
shore threshold. 

3. Bevton's lav of cooling is adequate to describe dissipative effects for 
the systeas used in tills report. 

V. The burning rate of pyrofuze braid is notshly dependent upon the 
surrounding naterial. 

5»   Dissipative effects do not play sn appreciable role in delay tines of 
ignition of wires when the input current is well above the threshold for 
ignition. 

6. Pyrofuze braid shows proaise as a delay elenent. However, for short 
delay tines an initiating syet m using a microsecond tiae pulse with 
sufficient energy is desirable to reduce the tine required to heat the wire 
to its reaction teiqperature. 
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TABLB 2 maSBOiä ODHBDR FOR BRSXSD 

Qimabold 
Canrant 2NQ8B 3NBBB 4NB8B 5NBBB 

I (Chv) 

ZS (Toltt) 

0.310 
1.30 
0.%03 

0.220 
I.65 
0.363 

0.130 
2.80 
0.364 

0.105 
3.50 
O.368 

S (Oat) 

IR (Yolt«) 

0.380 

0.95 
O.36I 

0.235 
1.35 
0.317 

0.130 
2.80 
0.364 

O.UO 
3.5 
0.385 

R (Ota») 
l(A»e) 
IR (Yolts) 

0.400 
0.90 
0.360 

0.240 
1.45 
0.348 

0.135 
2.70 
O.365 

0.115 
3.25 
0.374 

R {atom) 
mm*) 
JR (Tolti) 

ckko 
0.85 
0.37^ 

0.250 
1.45 
O.363 

O.I60 
2.40 
0.384 

0.125 
3.20 
o.4oo 

R (mm) 
I (AqM) 
IR (Toltt) •» 

• 0.165 
2.40 
0.396 

- 

8 
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TABLE 3   TIME NECESSART TO HEAT 1-MIL DIAMETER SINGU3 
STRAND PIROFüZE 3RIDGEWIRE» TO ICanTIOH«* 

Resistance 
(OSuns) 

Current 
(Anderes) 

Tine       Mean Tiae 
(Milliseconds) (MillisecondB) 

.282 

.285 

.285 

.290 

1.0 
1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

9.6^ 
6.80 

5.30 

4.90 

6.65 

.286 

.288 

.300 

.325 

2.0 

2.0 

2c0 

2.0 

1.50 

1.52 

1.32 

0.20 

1.21 

.266 

.275 

.278 

.28? 

.289 

.300 

3.0 

3.0 

3.0 

3.0 

3.0 

3.0 

O.69 

O.69 

0.71 

0.81 

O.69 

O.72 

0.72 

.268 

.290 

.290 

.293 

.296 

k.O 

k.O 
k,0 

0.55 

0.51 

0.57 

0.51 

O.60 

0.55 

*Wire length of 0.13 centimeters. 
**Thi8 wire has a threshold current of approximately 0.8 aaperes. 
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ZABUB V TIMS TO HEAT 2-MIL DIAMETER SINGLE STRAND 
PIROTOZB BRIDGEtflRB» TO IGHITICN*» 

Resistance      Current       Time        Mean TIBH» 
(Oam) (Aoperes)   (Mlllisecoods)   (MHUseconds) 

.076 2.6 33.^ 

.081 2.6 185.2 

.089 2.6 18.1* 

.089 2.6 126.0 

90.7 

.072 3.3 9.6 

.079 3.3 8.3 

.081 3.3 8.5 

.082 3.3 8.3 

.08^ 3.3 8.9 

.08^ 3.3 10.0 

.085 3.3 8.0 

.088 3.3 8.2 

8.7 

.07^ ^.0 6.2 

.077 V.o 5.2 

.079 ^.0 5.2 

.079 ^.0 5.7 

.080 ^.0 5.9 

.083 h.o 5.^ 

.08lf ^.0 5.1 

.090 k,0 4.8 

5,5 

.075 4.4 4.6 

.086 4.4 4.0 

.086 4.4 4.1 

.102 4.4 4.2 

4^ 

«Wire Length of 0.13 Centimeters. 
♦«This wire has a threshold current of approximately 2.5 amperes. 

10 
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TABUS 5   TIME TO HEAT 3-MIL DIAMEIER SIP3LB STRAND 
BBÜXEWIRE» TO lOlITKaSf*» 

Resistance Current Tine Mean Tine 
(Ohms) (Andres) (Milliseconds)      (Milliseconds) 

,Qh2 ^.95 206.2 
.CA3 k.95 
.Chh ^.95 

.ote 5.6 29.5 

.0^2 5.6 173.6 

.0^3 5.6 55A 

.0^3 5.6 56.9 

.(A5 5.6 41.8 

.0^8 5.6 93.8 

75.5 

,(A2 6.1 25.O 
.0^3 6.1 45.2 
.0^7 6.1 21.4 28.0 
.0^9 6.1 25.2 
.054 6.1 23.3 

.039 6.5 20.2 

.039 6.5 20.5 

.043 6.5 22.9 21.8 

.044 6.5 20.4 

.044 6.5 25.1 

*Wire Length of 0.13 Centimeters. 
♦"This wire has a threshold current of approxinately 4.7 aaperes. 

11 
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TABLE 6 TIKE TO HEAT ERIDOED 2K8SB TO IGRITIO»» 

Resistance  (Current  Calculated Tin» Measured Time    Mean Tine 
(Obas)   (Anderes) (Milllsecoids) (MUllseconds)   (Milliseconds) 

M          1.0 1,083.0 

U5.6 U9.1 
43.5 ^7.6 
32.2 35.5        ^1.3 
31.^ 36.7 
29.7 37.^ 

16.5 81.0+ 
16.0 19.8 

.33 1.5 

.3^ 1.5 

.^6 1.5 

.1^ 1.5 

.5^ 1.5 

M 2.0 
M 2.0 
M 2.0 

.51 2.0 

.53 2.0 
,6k 2.0 

.38 3.0 
M 3.0 
M 3.0 
.56 3.0 
.59 3.0 
.63 3.0 

15.7 18.1 
15.5 20.3 
15.^ 11.1+ 
14.9 18.6 

19.2 

^.7 9-2 
6.5 9,h 
6.5 9.3 
6.k 9^ 
6.4 0.5 
6,k 9.5 

9* 

Obvious sporadic i.imes are not averaged, 

«This wire has a threshold current of approximately 1.0 anperes. 
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TABLE 7   TIME TO HEAT BRIIXffiD 3M8SB*AND 5M8SB** 
TO IGMEPIGN 

Braid     Resistance      Current     OeuLcula+ed Time     Measured Time Mean Time 
Size           (Ohms)        (Amperes)    (Milliseconds)      (Milliseconds)    (Milliseconds) 

3M8SB          .228 3 A                 29.8 32.5 

.242 3A                 29.1 37.7 55.0 

.330 3.4                 26.6 34.9 

.125 4.4                  23.1 29.4 

.145 4.4                20.0 23.7 

.165 4.4                 18.4 25.O 

.169 4.4                 18.2 19.4 

.180 4.4                 17.7 19.6 21.0 

.216 4.4                 16.5 17.8 

.220 4.4                 16.5 19.8 

.223 4.4                 l6.4 17.9 

.285 4.4                 15.6 16.7 

5M8SB          .116 4.0 284.0 279.6 
.125 4.0 246.3 24ß.7 
.128 4.0 239.3 237.7                    233.0 
.151 4.0 195.9 200.0 
.154 4.0 192.3 205.0 

*The 3M8SB braid has a threshold current of approximately 1.5 aoperes. 
**Sh.e 5M8SB braid has a threshold current of approxinately 3.25 amperes. 

13 
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TABUS 8   TBK TO H3AT JUlSSB TO IGHITIOK» 

Resistance Current Calculated Tioe Measured Time Mer-n tfiMe 
(Ohms) (Amperes) (Milliseconds) (MilUseconds) (Milliceconac) 

.139 3-5 138.2 139A 

.160 3.5 112.9 11?.^ 

.ia 3.5 110.0 116.4 Hi,? 

.166 3.5 10C.6 103.7 
,166 3.5 98-. 5 92.2 

.135 U.O 90.3 84.8 

.1^3 k,0 8J*.5 82.7 C2.5 

.150 k.O 80.6 79.9 

.112 h.3 93.3 92.0 

.120 U.3 78.6 73.6 

.121 U.3 82.1 80.9 75-9 

.133 ^.3 73.1 69.7 

.158 ^.3 63.^ 63.5 

.098 5.0 66.8 62.2 

.113 5.0 5^.8 75.2 6l.6 

.11^ 5.0 5^.3 58.8 

.116 5.0 53.3 50.2 

«This wire has a threshold current of approximately 2.5 anderes. 
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APPENDEC A 

The derivation of Equation (l) depends upon simple classical theory of 
heat conduction and heating effect of a current in a wire3. Wie heating 
effect of an electric current is given by 

W « I V t - I2!«; 

W » Total input energy in Joules 

I » Current in amps 
(A-l) 

V « Potential in volts 

R ■ Resistance in ohms 

t ■ time in seconds 

By making the assumptions that dissipative end effects and temperature 
gradients across the cross section can be neglected, determination of the 
heat necessary to raise the wires temperature to 660oC and melt the metal 
becomes possible. The equation is given by: 

Qmelt = Qi + Qg + Q3 = C-L M-L AT + C2 Mg AT + J^ M1     (A-2) 

Q, «s quantity of heat in .joules necessary to raise aluminum 
to 66o0C 

Qo a quantity of heat in Joules necessary to raise palladium to 
660° C 

Q^ = quantity of heat necessary to melt aluminum 

M «s mass of metal (M, - aluminum, M2 - palladium) 

C = specific heat (C^ - aluminum, C2 - palladium) 

I   « latent heat of fusion of aluminum 

AT ■ change in temperature (T-20) necessary to melt aluminum 

The conserration of energy allows the equating of Equations A-l and A-2 
which results in an expression relating time to heat and melt the wire to 
the wire properties. 

I2 R(T) t . C^ AT+CgMg AT + A^ (A-3) 

To obtain a useful equation in terms of kncvm quantities requires 
determination of the time averaged resistance and the masses of almdnum 

A-l 
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and palladium. The mass of the alualmaa core is by definition 

» 19.3 D^ L 

3 . = density of altimlmini 

ßal !B <iiarae"fc'ir J^ alumlniJin core (I^1 = 0.556 It since namifactiirer 

quotes a ratio of 1.25 of aluminum area to palladium area). 

D_ « ^otal diameter of pyrofuze wire in inches 

L « Length of wire in inches 

a similar trestsent gives the mass of the palladium as 

Mg ■= mass palladium = 68.5 IE L . {A-5) 

The time tc heat the wire up to the aluminum's melting temperature and the 
tin» necersary to melt the aluminum should be calculated separately because 
of the known temperature dependence of resistance. Equation A-3 can be 
split into two parts to calculate these two seperate times. 

I2 RgQ (1 + » A T) tH = C-L J^ AT ■»• C2 Mg AT (A-6) 

^Wm = I2 «20 (1 ^ ^0) \ = «Ä (A.7) 

where ^ = ^H + *m 

tg ■ time to heat wire to 66ocC 

tm - time to melt wire at 66o
0C 

t « total ignition time 

RgQ » resistance of wire at 20°C 

a   » tenrperature coefficient of resistivity of wire at 20oC 
{a*=  .0039) 

The time averaged resistance can be obtained from A-6 ^y solving for 
•t. at 66o0C dividing by two and then finding the corresponding temperature. 

%he same~tenrperature coefficient of resistivity assumed for the Al and Pd. 

A-2 
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»ÖÖO     1-wftT l+ÄO(.0039) 

J§0 . K 0^21 = K (91.45) 
2 2 

K (162-20) ,      .   % 

Equation A-6 can be represented "by 

I2 R20 (l-KrlU2) tH » I^d.jß) tfl = C^ AT + C^ AT       (A-9) 

13ie airbient wire resistance can be expressed as a function of wire length 
and diameter squared resulting in the following expression. 

R   L(10.3x10' ohm-cm) 
^ "   (nA) D2  

(A-10) 
L(l0.3xlO"6 ohm-cm)  

= (n A) (6.45xlO-&cm2/«i^)D2ÄiiZ 

The final expression for time to beat the wire to ignition becomes 
a very simple expression in terms of the diameter of the pyrofuze wire 
and constant current passing through the wire. 

t = tg + t = 3.03 xlO"3 2- + U.3 xlO A 2- 
■ T^ T2 r 

= 3.46x10-3 2. 

t = total time to heat wire to ignition in seconds, 

D = diameter of pyrofuze wire in mils for convenience, 

I = constant current in amperes. 

(A-ll) 
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AfPEUUX B 

Mevton1« Inr of cooling simply stated sagni that the energy lost due to 
eooduetloa, eon eetlocaad radiation is all rou^Uy proportional to the 
temperature difference. An exact calculation of dissipative effects is 
Tsxy difficult and beyond the intent of the author. Ifcr use of Hevtoa'B 
lav of cooling, the srailshle data, and a parallel treataent of a heating 
wire as done in Appendix A an equation can be obtained to describe the 
ignition tiaes vithin 30jt error. 

Jhe conserration of energy allovs the expression 

I2 Rt - K* (aus) + Ct (B-l) 

idiere Ct is due to disslpative effects and froa Squaticm 2, C ■ -2 

t. '•(■"'> . SJii - i (B^) 
I^R-K* I^l-Xj    I^-Kj 

R        F      ? 

The constant Kg can be calrulated and for pyrofuze it has a value of 
3.46 alUisecoods-aaqr/all . A least square fit of the data to Equation 
B-2 allows eraluation of K,. The threshold current can be found from B-l 
by solving for I2.     ~* 

4 hreshold  -—$£ 
K.(aass) + (X%h 

th 

K«(nass)   Q     C 

(B-3) 

vhere 1^ Is the threshold current, t^ tine it takes to heat to Ignition 
with disnipative effects (i.e. t^ ** •), and R the anblent resistance. 
Equation B-3 should approxioately describe the dissipatire effects for 
Tarious ranges of lengths and diaaeters of wire. She problem essentially 
is one of finding C as a function of wire parameters. 

B-l 
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